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Hariman and Lucaites – “Performing Civic Identity: The Iconic Photograph” 

Under the purview of Jim Crow Laws, segregation redefined public life and introduced 

its purpose as providing equal, but separate, services to both “whites” and “coloreds.” Identified 

were a number of public places, such as schools, transportation, restrooms, restaurants, and 

drinking fountains. The iconic photo of two fountains (circa 1950s), one labeled “white” and the 

other “colored,” is one of many that emerged to 

represent the ideologies of this historical event. In 

the article, “Performing Civic Identity: the Iconic 

Photograph,” Robert Hariman and John Louis 

Lucaites state, “the iconic photo enacts the 

constitutive function of public discourse and 

coordinates multiple transcriptions of the historical event to manage fundamental contradictions 

in public life” (364). The visual rhetorical message in this image offers a model for civic actors, 

but also introduces tensions that compel its audience to begin a discourse that performatively 

manages disagreements. Though tensions have realized a reduction due to the liberal-democratic 

process, a more recent appropriation of the iconic image illustrates the continuation of discourse, 

which indicates that tensions depicted in the photo have not been completely resolved.  

The iconic image (above) suggests a rhetorical message that illustrates the formation of a 

public culture and offers a model for the dominant ideology of separate, but equal. However, 
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tension is also introduced and becomes subject to critique when viewers recognize the divisive 

nature of a culture that depicts and supports the ideals of white supremacy, while continuing to 

suppress and provide inferior services and resources to black Americans. The photo 

demonstrates this through the bent posture of a black man about to drink from a dirty and 

discolored drinking fountain labeled for his use as a member of the “colored” group. At the same 

time he appears to be gazing longingly at the polished and electronically refrigerated “white” 

fountain. Even though he longs for the refreshing qualities of the other, he remains as a law 

abiding civic actor to drink from his relegated source. 

Also relevant to the photograph, the framing supports the longing look of a man simply 

wanting to cool himself with a refreshing drink of cold water—a basic human need. The 

expression on his face is not clearly show, but his gaze is pointed in the 

direction of the other fountain and our emotional response as sympathetic 

viewers attributes a sense of longing. From the cropped image (right), the 

viewer can determine the importance of the photographer’s framing that 

includes the object of the man’s gaze—the “white” fountain. The 

condition of the “colored” fountain can be assessed as inferior, but by 

itself does not create the same sense of longing without the inclusion of both fountains. 

Additionally, including both fountains also severely contrasts the differences in resources 

available between “whites” and “coloreds” under the false ideals of “separate but equal.” 

Viewers of the photograph easily identify with the experience, which creates mediators of 

change. 

The concept of racial segregation “officially” resolved in 1965; however, unofficial 

means of segregation still exist today. Using the same basic layout of the iconic photo, a more 
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contemporary version illustrates continued injustices 

in 2000. The words “white” and “colored” are not 

present in the refashioned image, but the message, 

widely recognized as a result of the iconic nature of 

the first photo, conveys via the terms “affluent” and 

“poor.” 

Just as the first image did in the 1950s, the updated version from 2000 illustrates the 

ways that iconic visual rhetoric conveys social knowledge that generates dialogue and serves as a 

catalyst for resolving the transitory nature of liberal-democratic public life. When successful, 

iconic photos represent significantly historical events that may be viewed by people as 

participating citizens who will respond appropriately with solutions for change. 

 

 

 


